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Agenda 

• Introduction 

• Discuss the role of clinical microbiology in diagnostic stewardship.

• Understand the impact of newer technology on diagnostic and 
antimicrobial stewardship.

• Describe examples of day-to-day stewardship activities that clinical 
microbiologists perform. 

• Goals of an Effective Antimicrobial Stewardship Program 

• Review of current rapid diagnostic tests: Pros and Cons







Complex issue







Why We Need to Improve Antibiotic Use 

• Antibiotics are misused across the continuum of care- up to 50% of antibiotic use is either 
unnecessary or inappropriate across all type of health care settings

• Use of antibiotics in animals-~80% of antibiotics sold in US are used in animals primarily to promote 
growth and prevent infection

• Molecular methods have confirmed that resistant bacteria in animals are consumed by humans resulting in 
infection 

• Up to 90% of antibiotics used in animals are excreted in urine and stools and can disperse in fertilizer, 
groundwater, and surface runoff 

• Antibiotic misuse adversely impacts patients and society ↑Antimicrobial resistance(AR) and C difficile 
infections 

• In 2011 a national survey found that 60% of infectious diseases physicians had seen a pan-resistant, 
untreatable infection in the last year 3 

• Improving antibiotic use improves patient outcomes and saves money 

• Improving antibiotic use is a public health imperative-WHO considers AR an emerging threat to global 
stability 

Reference: Clin Infect Dis 2007; 44:159-177 , Clin Infect Dis 2013; 56:1445-1450, Clin Infect Dis 2014; 59:S17-S75



Problem statement











Antibiotic Stewardship

• Antimicrobial stewardship:

• ➤ is an inter-professional effort, across the continuum of care

• ➤ involves timely and optimal selection, dose and

• duration of an antimicrobial

• ➤ for the best clinical outcome for the treatment or

• prevention of infection

• ➤with minimal toxicity to the patient

• ➤ and minimal impact on resistance and other

• ecological adverse events such as C. difficile”





Accurate and Rapid identification:
Diagnostic stewardship



World Health Organization 
Diagnostic stewardship is defined as: –

“coordinated guidance and interventions to improve
appropriate use of microbiological diagnostics to
guide therapeutic decisions. It should promote
appropriate, timely diagnostic testing, including
specimen collection, and pathogen identification and
accurate, timely reporting of results to guide patient
treatment .”

Microbiology laboratory today exceedingly pressured to perform 
–exhaustive, expensive, clinically irrelevant [testing],” 
–which, when misguided, “misleads physicians into erroneous diagnosis and 
inappropriate therapy”

J ClinMicrobiol. 2017; 55:715–723.



Kevin Messacar et al March 2017 Volume 55 Issue 3 Journal of Clinical Microbiology

Organism Identification and initiation of antimicrobial therapy



Roles of diagnostic and antimicrobial stewardship in the implementation of rapid molecular infectious 
disease diagnostics in the clinical setting.

Kevin Messacar et al March 2017 Volume 55 Issue 3 Journal of Clinical Microbiology



Kevin Messacar et al March 2017 Volume 55 Issue 3 Journal of Clinical Microbiology





Rapid Diagnostics: Current State 

• Recent explosion of FDA-approved rapid diagnostic testing (RDT) 
methodologies for infectious diseases as the anti-infective pipeline 
remains stagnant 

• Major focus on pathogens associated with increased 
morbidity, mortality, and excessive healthcare costs 
Including influenza virus, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) 
vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus spp. (VRE), Clostridium difficile, extended-
spectrum β-lactamase (ESBL)- producing Klebsiella spp., Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis, and Candida spp. 











Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Time of Flight 
(MALDI-TOF) Mass Spectrometry 

• ID of bacteria, yeast and fungi 

• Identification by signature high-
abundance proteins (primarily 
ribosomal proteins)

• Signature protein patterns are 
compared / matched to an 
extensive open database



Azole Resistance in Aspergillus fumigatus

• Of particular concern are resistant A. fumigatus isolates carrying either TR34/L98H 
or TR46/Y121F/T289A genetic resistance markers, which have been associated with 
environmental triazole fungicide use rather than previous patient exposure to 
antifungals

• More resistance cases in Europe

• Most labs don’t perform mold susceptibility testing 

• TAT can be reduced by MALDI-TOF prcotocols

https://www.cdc.gov/fungal/aspergillus-resistance.html

https://www.cdc.gov/fungal/aspergillus-resistance.html


Rapid Diagnostic Tests & Antibiotic Stewardship

• Rapid Diagnostic Tests are “game changing” for patient care moving 
forward Advances in RDTs provide new opportunities for stewardship 
programs 

• Enhance function of clinical microbiology laboratories 

• Yields significant improvement to patient care, increases the 
effectiveness of ASPs and infection control efforts 

• Represents one of the few bright spots in the changing world of 
escalating antimicrobial resistance and stewardship 



Ideal Molecular Test

Key questions to ask about any new molecular test: 

• Does it provide a clinically useful result? 

• Does it cover your routine organisms of interest? 

• Does it provide useful, reproducible results? 

• Is it cost effective? 

• Does it provide good or improved turn-around-time? 













Question : whether Rapid polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing for influenza and respiratory 
syncytial viruses (RSV) in emergency departments (EDs) is associated with better patient and 
laboratory outcomes than standar multiplex PCR testing ?

1491 consecutive patients tested by standard multiplex PCR during July–December 2016, and 2250 
tested by rapid PCR during July–December 2017. 

Main outcome measures: Hospital admissions; ED length of stay (LOS); test turnaround time; 
patient receiving test result before leaving the ED; ordering of other laboratory tests. 

Results: Compared with those tested by standard PCR, fewer patients tested by rapid PCR were 
admitted to hospital (73.3% v 77.7%; P < 0.001) and more received their test results before leaving 
the ED (67.4% v 1.3%; P < 0.001); the median test turnaround time was also shorter (2.4 h [IQR, 1.6–
3.9 h] v 26.7 h [IQR, 21.2–37.8 h]). The proportion of patients admitted to hospital was also lower in 
the rapid PCR group for both children under 18 (50.6% v 66.6%; P < 0.001) and patients over 60 
years of age (84.3% v 91.8%; P < 0.001). Significantly fewer blood culture, blood gas, sputum 
culture, and respiratory bacterial and viral serology tests were ordered for patients tested by rapid 
PCR. ED LOS was similar for the rapid (7.4 h; IQR, 5.0–12.9 h) and standard PCR groups (6.5 h; IQR, 
4.2–11.9 h; P = 0.27). Conclusion: Rapid PCR testing of ED patients for influenza virus and RSV was 
associated with better outcomes on a range of indicators, suggesting benefits for patients and the 
health care system. A formal cost–benefit analysis should be und



The BioFire® FilmArray® Torch

• latest advancement in molecular infectious disease diagnostics. 

• High throughput, fully integrated, random access system 

• sample preparation, reverse transcription-PCR, PCR, and detection in 
a freeze-dried format in a pouch

• The Film Array platform is a closed diagnostic system allowing high-
order multiplex PCR analysis with automated readout of results 
directly from positive blood cultures in 1 h. 

• Film Array blood culture identification (BCID) panel, includes 19 
bacteria, five yeasts, and three antibiotic resistance genes. 



• The Film Array could identify microorganisms in 153/167 (91.6%) 
samples with monomicrobial growth. 

• Thirteen of the 167 (7.8%) microorganisms were not covered by the 
Film Array BCID panel. 

• In 6/167 (3.6%) samples, the Film Array detected an additional 
microorganism compared to blood culture. 

• When polymicrobial growth was analyzed, the Film Array could detect 
all target microorganisms in 17/24 (71%) samples. 

• Twelve blood culture bottles that yielded a positive signal but showed 
no growth were also negative by Film Array.

Ashok Rattan., et al. “Laboratory Investigations for Neonatal Sepsis". Acta Scientific Microbiology Special Issue 1 (2019): 42-46.





T2MR diagnostics

• T2 Magnetic Resonance (T2MR) is a miniaturized, magnetic 
resonance based diagnostic approach that measures how water 
molecules react in the presence of magnetic fields. 

• Advantage: Applied directly to blood sample

• –Time to detection and species ID ~4 hours

• Bacterial panel FDA approved

Mylonakis E, et al. Clin Infect Dis 2015;60:892.





Invasive Candidiasis 

• Antifungal resistance is a particular problem with Candida infections. 

• Some types of Candida are increasingly resistant to the first-line and 
second-line antifungal medications, such as fluconazole and the 
echinocandins (anidulafungin, caspofungin, and micafungin).

• Increase resistance Candida glabrata and Candida krusei

• Multidrug-resistant Candida infections (those that are resistant to 
both fluconazole and an echinocandin)

• Emerging antifungal resistance has been identified in species like 
Candida auris.

https://www.cdc.gov/fungal/candida-auris/index.html






Newer technologies

• Current technologies are excellent at affirmatively answering the 
questions of whether the patient is infected and, if so, with what, by 
identifying organisms 

• Directly from specimens (Biofire, T2MR)

• Using syndromic panels

• MALDI-TOF MS, and next-generation sequencing

• However, technology currently cannot, and perhaps will never be 
able to, provide a definitive negative result to rule out infection.

• The ability of rapid diagnostic technologies is to answer the question 
of what will treat the infection ?



Education and awareness



• Awareness among all health care workers by 
conferences and workshops 

• Parents
• school children
• colleges 
• TV shows
• Facebook
• Radio talks





UAE Antibiotic Stewardship Program & AMR team 



THANK YOU


